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Gold Rush! Anniversary in fall available, also as Special Edition!
Sunlight Games will release Gold Rush! Anniversary in fall this year as normal and as limited
Special Edition. Both can now be pre-ordered in the new Online-Shop of Sunlight Games.
Cologne, August 28, 2014 – Sunlight Games GmbH will release Gold Rush! Anniversary, the
remake of the classic adventure from 1988, in fall for PC. A box in the English language is now
ready for pre-order at the new online-shop too. Maybe some local shops outside Germany will
offer it also later. At the same time a limited Special Edition, including a certificate with a
serial number, a poster, a collectors’ coin and more – will be released in the online-shop of
Sunlight Games too. Pre-orders are possible now at http://shop.sunlight-games.com.
Normal version and Special Edition compared
The remake of the normal PC version will be released and includes, a DVD, a manual, a DVD
case and paper slipcase with a flap. Also Gold Rush! Anniversary comes along in a limited
Special Edition which includes: the normal PC version of the game, a "Sierra-box" with a
printed banderole, a printed booklet with previously unpublished concept drawings from the
developers from the 80s, a making of booklet, a certificate with the serial number, a golden
coin in Gold Rush! Design and a poster on high-quality paper with the routes of the game in
large format. The Special Edition is limited to 350 pieces and available now in the online shop
of Sunlight Games for pre-order. The first 66 orderers get the PC box of Gold Rush! Classic
even as a bonus for free. The language of the box-version can be chosen in the shop, English
or German.
A greenhorn conquers the West
The new version of the over 1.3 million copies sold adventure classic of Sierra combines the
best story of the reporter Jerrod with current graphics and modern innovations. Jerrod lives a
relaxed and comfortable life in Brooklyn, New York, as a mysterious letter rips him from his
usual life: his lost brother, Jake asks him to travel to California immediately. However the
travel arrangements are abruptly interrupted by the message of a spectacular discovery of
gold in California. Immediately an incredible gold rush ensues – will he reach the West,
despite the obstacles? Different control options, the English voices, as well as numerous other
adjustments of today's technical standards make the remake of this adventure game
attractive for fans of the classic, as well as for players who do not know the original.
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Gold Rush! Anniversary - whether normal version or Special Edition – must be activated on
Steam.
Gold Rush! Anniversary will be released in fall 2014 and can now be pre-ordered as normal
version or in a limited Special Edition in the new official online shop of Sunlight Games:
http://shop.sunlight-games.com.
For more information see www.sunlight-games.com and www.goldrush-game.com.
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About Sunlight Games:
Cologne-based Sunlight Games was founded in 2008 and transformed into a GmbH in May
2013. A team of experienced game designers led by development veteran Marco Sowa creates
games of all genres for PC, Mac, mobile and online platforms. Sunlight Games also works for
other studios as well as in game porting and localization.
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